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By Carolyn Hancox-Barr 

There are literally thousands of supplement companies in today’s market place. So, how can you 

know you are taking the best?  When I chose to align myself with a product partner for my 

Wellness Companies, LiveWell Consulting and Northridge Health Performance Centre, I 

decided I would settle with nothing but the best for my clients and future Business Partners.  

Below is a list of the many reasons I chose USANA Health Sciences as my personal product 

partner and the Official Product Partner of both my Wellness Companies. 

.  

My Prerequisites &What I Found: .  

Prerequisite#1: The products have to be the BEST in the industry. 

Products I would chose even if I didn’t distribute it.  All products the company 

make also had to contain healthy ingredients and no artificial colours or 

sweeteners. 

What I found :   USANA is widely regarded as the best supplement on the market by medical 

&wellness professionals and even other supplement companies.  They’re rated#1 In The 

Comparative Guide To Nutritional Supplements and approved by Consumer Labs. The entire 

line of USANA supplements is pharmaceutical grade and based on the most cutting edge 

research available. They don’t buy into marketing claims and hype and change the products 

just     to go with current marketing trends .Also, the products contain no artificial colors 

,sweeteners or junk..I personally took the products for a year before deciding to distribute 

them. The products made a huge difference in my health ( I had severe Osteo Arthritis) and I 

would never miss a day!. 

  

Prerequisite#2: The company has to have a fair, ethical ,and honest business plan 

based on rewarding people for effort.    (This has nothing to do with the health 

aspect of these products ,but working with an honest, integral product  company is 

super important to me.) 



What I found:  USANA’s business plan is very fair and ethical .I love USANA’s Preferred 

Customer program because customers get their own free  account with USANA to order online 

as they please no obligations and no strings attached. I also really liked that USANA is publicly 

traded on the New York Stock Exchange. Being publicly traded is important as so many 

companies misinform their distributors about how much money the company is actually 

making.  I wanted to see audited sales and revenue figures . 

3. The company has to be solid, stable and well established. A company that had 

already proven itself.  I know that only 1% of new companies make it to 10 years so I did not 

want to align myself with an upstart company. Most new companies have a very high risk of 

failing AND distributors & customers are the guinea pig for the for 10 years as the company 

figures everything out. 

What I found : Usana just celebrated it’s  20th Anniversary in August 2012.  They have a solid 

20 year history of putting out the best products on the world market and continue to invest in 

cutting edge research and development to stay at the top.  

4.The company has great leadership at the Corporate Level. They have to be ethical 

and focused on the distributors, not on just the company making money. No infighting and no 

politics. 

What I found: I’ve worked personally with USANA’s CEO and management team for 7 years 

and can wholeheartedly say they are extremely ethical and have their customer’s best interests 

as their primary focus. 

5. The company has to have amazing customer service for both their distributors and 

their customers 

What I found: USANA Health Sciences has stellar customer service.  There is a team at the 

Head office who are there just to answer questions and help with any orders. There is a team 

of scientists who are there to answer your health and product  questions with very 

comprehensive  cutting edge science. USANA has won many award for their customer service. 

6. The company has to have 3rd party recommendations and accolades for the 

product (ie. People outside of their particular company) 

What I found: USANA is rated Number 1 in the largest 3rd party study available on 

supplements-The Comparative Guide to Nutrition Supplements. They are also recommended 

by a number of world famous physicians, including Dr. Christine Northrup (Oprah`s OBGYN 

and the world`s leading authority on Women`s Health) , personally taken by Dr. Oz and is the 

ONLY supplement that Olympic Athletes take. 

7. I didn`t want to work with a ``hypey`` company or a company that had 

``hypey`` claims.Everything had to be ethical and honest from the top down. 

What I found: USANA is completely science based and never hypey. They focus on putting out 

high-quality products instead of making high pressure or far out marketing claims. 



 

Other important Notes & Interesting Facts: 

 The products are priced well. I wanted to make sure our customers got a super high-

quality product at a good price.  For example, purchasing everything that is the 

Essentials (the basic product) would cost 6 times the price if purchased separately and 

this would not be pharmaceutical(medical ) grade. 

 All of USANA Health Science`s Supplements, Skin Care and Hair & Body Care are 

manufactured in house and voluntarily adhere to pharmaceutical grade standards. ( This 

is unheard of in the us and Canada , as all supplements bought in retail locations are 

rated as ̀ food grade`and only have to follow very low standards.) In fact USANA`s state 

of the art cellular lab is FDA approved. 

 The founder and formulator of the products is Dr. Myron Wentz, who is widely regarded 

as the world`s leading expert in cellular nutrition. He is still Charman of the Board, and 

has never taken a salary from USANA. Dr. Wentz won the Albert Einstein Award (similar 

to the Nobel prize) for his achievements in the life sciences. 

 Dr. Oz, and many other hospitals, MDs and leading experts in the field of health partner 

with USANA. 

 USANA is the official sponsor of most US and Canadian Olympic Athletes, and sponsor 

the US Ski and Snowboard Teams.  USANA is also the official sponsor of the Women`s 

Tennis Association (WTA), Mexico`s Soccer team. 

 Many of Hollywoods best know actors and models trust their bodies to USANA-aka. 

Julia Roberts, Nichole Kidman, Cindy Crawford, Christy Brinkly,  Jason Priestly –to 

name a few. 

 Many members of the Royal Family trust their health to USANA 

 USANA has research partnerships with the Linus Pauling Institute and The Orthopedic 

Specialty Hospital (TOSH), two of the highest regarded research facilities in the world. 

 The supplements, foods and hair and body care really work! After 18 years of severe pain 

with osteo-arthritis my pain completely disappeared in 3 days on the recommended 

supplements, the lines in my skin halved after 8 weeks on their wonderful skin care 

products. At almost 60 years (2012) most people think I am in my early 40`s. When they 

ask me what my secret is I say targeted exercise and USANA. 

 All the smoothies and bars taste great and are completely balanced. Very importantly 

they are certified low-glycemic with less sugar than an apple. They help my clients (even 

the diabetic ones)  balance their blood sugar to lose weight, curb cravings and improve 

health and increase  athletic performance. 

 The skin, hair and body care is truly amazing . It is made from over 500 botanical 

ingredients and free of parabens and chemical preservatives, smells wonderful and 

works!!This line is ranked in the top 1% of all Skin, hair and body care lines available in e 

market place today. It`s safe for kids too!  
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